Nomination and Letter of Support for 3GPP TSG SA WG1 Vice Chairman

Dear Susanna and Alain,

On behalf of China Unicom, I am pleased to nominate Ms Qun Wei as a candidate for the position of Vice Chairman of 3GPP TSG SA WG1. Ms Qun Wei is representing China Unicom, a member of CCSA.

Ms Wei holds the position of Project Manager in China Unicom Research Institute, as the leader member of China Unicom activities within 3GPP SA1. She has served as a standards delegate in a number of standard organization’s working groups, where she acts as the rapporteur and editor excellently. She has an extensive technical background and has been responsible for many important technical improvement in her many years of work in the evolution from 2 / 3G to 4 / 5G networks. Her work covers a wide range of fields, including mobile network, IP Multimedia Subsystem, service platform, PSTN / SS, etc., and has recently contributed a lot to the 5G network technology.

China Unicom is fully committed to support Ms Qun Wei as the candidate of 3GPP TSG SA1 Vice Chairman and provide all the necessary support and resources to ensure that she can successfully carry out her responsibilities and work in a fair, efficient and productive manner for the benefits of the whole industry. We also promise that Ms Qun Wei will be trained to comply with all applicable antitrust/competition laws and regulations while acting in her capacity as 3GPP TSG SA1 Vice Chairman.

Best regards,

Hongbing Ma

General Manager of Science and Technology Innovation Department

China Unicom
Ms Wei joined China Unicom in 2007, focusing on mobile network and technical evolution, after receiving her Master of Science degree in information and communication from BUPT. She has been activated as standard delegates since 2008 for R8 LTE of SA2 and CTx, and as editor of GSMA. She also has extensive experience on the evolution of network technology and quality improvement of services, including 2/3G interworking, WCDMA, HNB/HeNB, VoLTE/RCS/VoWiFi, Multi device, FMC, etc., and complete relevant standard documents as the main editor of IP Multimedia Subsystem in CCSA. And she recently mainly focuses on 5G and future network, and serves as the rapporteur for several WIDs, including 5GVSC, EAV, DI_5G. For your information, a brief CV of Ms Wei’s experience is as following.

**Standards activities representing China Unicom:**

2016  -  Present 3GPP SA 1 delegate, Rapporteur of 5GVSC, EAV, DI_5G

2008  -  Present CCSA delegate, editor of MMTEL, RCS, VoWiFi, and etc.

2018  -  Present IMT-2020 delegate

2010  -  2016 GSMA RiLTE/IREG delegate

2010  -  2013 GSMA RCS delegate, Editor of RCS 4.0

2018  -  2011 3GPP SA 2 delegate

2018  -  2011 3GPP CT delegate

2018  -  2011 3GPP CT1 delegate

2018  -  2011 3GPP CT3 delegate